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Abstract 

In this paper, we prove a common fixed point theorem for six mappings (two set valued and four single valued 
mappings) without assuming compatibility and continuity of any mapping on non complete metric spaces. To 
prove the theorem, we use a non compatible condition, that is, weak commutativity of type (KB). We show that 
completeness of the whole space is not necessary for the existence and uniqueness of common fixed point, and 
give an example to support our theorem. Also, we prove a common fixed point theorem for two self mappings and 
two sequences set-valued mappings by the same weaker conditions. Our results improve, extend and generalizes 
the corresponding results given by many authors. 
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1. Introduction 

Fixed point theorems for hybrid pair of set and 
single valued mappings have numerous applications 
in science and engineering (e.g. [1-6]). Sessa [7] 
introduced the concept of weakly commuting maps. 
Jungck [8] defined the notion of compatible maps 
in order to generalize the concept of weak 
commutativity and showed that weakly commuting 
mappings are compatible but the converse is not 
true. On the other hand, Jungck and Rhoades [9, 10] 
defined the concept of compatibility and weak 
compatibility between a set valued mapping and a 
single valued mapping. Most of the fixed point 
theorems existing in the mathematical literature 
deal with compatible and continuous mappings. So 
it would be natural to ask: what about the mappings 
which are not compatible and continuous? Banach 
fixed point theorem has many applications but 
suffers from one drawback, the definition requires 
the continuity of the function. It has been known 
from the paper of Kannan [11] that there exist maps 
that have a discontinuity in the domain but have a 
fixed point. These observations motivated several 
authors to prove fixed point theorems for non 
compatible, discontinuous mappings. Pant [12-15] 
initiated the study of non compatible maps and 
introduced point wise R- weak commutativity of 
mappings in [12]. He also showed that point wise 
R-weak commutativity is a necessity, hence minimal 
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condition for the existence of a common fixed point 
of contractive type maps [13]. Pathak, Cho and 
Kang [16] introduced the concept of R- weakly 
commuting mappings of type A and showed that 
they are not compatible. Recently, Kubiaczyk and 
Deshpande [17] extended the notion of R-weakly 
commuting mappings of type A in the settings of 
hybrid pair of mappings and defined weakly 
commuting mappings of type (KB). Some common 
fixed point theorems have been proved by using 
this new concept of weakly commuting mappings 
of type (KB) ([17-19]). In this paper, we prove 
common fixed point theorems for hybrid pairs of 
set and single valued mappings by using a non 
compatible condition, that is, weak commutativity 
of type (KB) on metric spaces. We show that the 
completeness of the whole space can be replaced by 
a weaker condition. Our results improve, extend 
and generalize the results of Fisher [20], Sastry and 
Naidu [21], Ahmed [22], Sharma, Deshpande and 
Pathak [19]. 

2. Basic Preliminaries 

In the sequel, ),( dX  denotes a metric space and 

)(XB  is the set of all nonempty bounded subsets 

of X . As in [22, 23] we define. 
},:),({=),( BbAabadsupBA  , 

},:),({=),( BbAabadinfBAD  . 
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If }{= aA  we denote ),(),,( BaDBa  for 

),( BA  and ),( BAD  respectively. If }{= aA  

and }{= bB , one can deduce that 

),(=),(=),( badBADBA . It follows 

immediately from the definition of ),( BA  that, 

0=),(0,),(=),( BAABBA    iff 
diamAAABCCABAaBA =),(),,(),(),(},{==    

for all )(,, XBCBA  . 

 

Definition 2.1. [23] A sequence }{ nA  of non 

empty subset of X  is said to be convergent to a 
subset A  of X  if   
(i) Each point Aa  is the limit of a convergent 

sequence }{ na  where Aan }{  for all Nn ,  

(ii) for arbitrary 0> , there exists an integral 

0>m  such that AAn   for mn >  where 

A  denotes the set of all points Xx  for which 

there exists a point Aa  depending on x , such 

that <),( axd . A  is said to be the limit of the 

sequence }{ nA . 

 

Lemma 2.1. [23] If }{ nA  and }{ nB  are sequence 

in )(XB  converging to A  and B  respectively in 

)(XB , then the sequence )},({ nn BA  

converges to ),( BA . 

 

Lemma 2.2. [23] Let }{ nA  be a sequence in 

)(XB  and Xy  such that 0),( yAn . 

Then the sequence }{ nA  converges to the set }{y  

in )(XB . 

 
Definition 2.2. [23] The mappings XXI :  and 

)(: XBXF   are weakly commuting if )(XBIFx  

and }),,({),( diamIFxFxIxmaxIFxFIx    for all 

Xx . 
Note that, if F  is a single valued mapping then the 
set }{IFx  consists of a single point. Therefore, 

0=diamIFx  for all Xx  and above 
inequality reduces to the well known condition 
given by Sessa [7]. Two commuting mappings F  
and I  are weakly commuting but the converse is 
not true as shown in [23]. 
 
Definition 2.3. [23] The mappings XXI :  

and )(: XBXF   are  -compatible if 

0=),( nnn IFxFIxlim   whenever }{ nx  is 

a sequence in X  such that 

tIxtFxXBIFx nnn  },{),( , for some 

t  in X . 
 
Definition 2.4. [10] The mappings XXI :  

and )(: XBXF   are weakly compatible if 

they commute at coincidence points. i.e. for each 
point Xu  such that }{= IuFu , we have 

IFuFIu = . Not that the equation }{= IuFu  

implies that Fu  is singleton. 
 
Definition 2.5. [17] The mappings XXI :  

and )(: XBXF   are said to be weakly 

commuting of type (KB) at x  if there exists some 

positive real number R  such that 
),(),( FxIxRFIxIIx   . Here, I  and F  are 

weakly commuting of type (KB) on X  if the 
above inequality holds for all x . If F  is single 

valued self mapping of X , this definition of weak 
commutativity reduces to that of Pathak, Cho and 
Kang [16]. 

Every  -compatible pair of hybrid maps is 
weakly commuting of type (KB) but the converse is 
not necessarily true. For examples, it can be seen in 
[17, 19, 24]. 

3. Main Results 

Now we can introduce our main theorems. 
 
Theorem 3.1. Let HRS ,,  and T  be four self 

mappings of a metric space ),( dX  and 

)(:, XBXBA   set-valued mappings 

satisfying the following conditions: 
(1) )()( XSRXA   and )()( XTHXB  ,  

(2) the pairs },{ THA  and },{ SRB  are weakly 

commuting of type (KB) at coincidence points in 
X ,  

(3) 
(Ax,By) max{cd(THx,SRy),c (THx,Ax),

c (SRy,By),aD(THx,By) bD(SRy,Ax)}

  
 

, 

for all Xyx , , where 

1<}
1

,
1

{1,<0,,1,<0
b

b

a

a
cmaxbabac


 . 

Suppose that one of the mappings )(XSR  and 

)(XTH  is complete subspace of X . Then 

RHSBA ,,,,  and T  have a unique common 

fixed point. 
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Proof: Let Xx 0  be an arbitrary point in X . 

By (1), there exists a point Xx 1  such that 

001 = ZAxSRx   and for this point 1x  there 

exists a point Xx 2  such that 

112 = ZBxTHx   and so on. Continuing in this 

manner, we can define a sequence as follows: 

2n 1 2n 2n 2n 2 2n 1

2n 1

SRx Ax = Z ,THx Bx

= Z , n = 0,1,2,...
  



 


. 

For simplicity, we put ),(= 1nnn ZZV   for 

0,1,2,...=n . By (3), we have 

),(=),(= 1221222  nnnnn BxAxZZV   

2n 2n 1 2n 2n

2n 1 2n 1

max{cd(THx ,SRx ),c (THx , Ax ),

c (SRx , Bx ),


 

 


 

)},(),( 212122 nnnn AxSRxbDBxTHxaD    

2n 1 2n

2n 1 2n 2n 2n 1

max{cd(Z , Z ),

c (Z , Z ),c (Z , Z ),


 


 

 

)},(),( 221212 nnnn ZZbDZZaD   

)}(,,{ 212212 nnnn VVacVcVmax    

12}
1

,{ 
 nV

a

a
cmax  for Nn . 

Similarly, one can show that 

nn V
b

b
cmaxV 212 }

1
,{


  for Nn . 

If we put }
1

,{}.
1

,{=
a

a
cmax

b

b
cmax


 , 

then by hypothesis it can be easily seen that 
1<0  . So we deduce that 

112120222 ...,... VVVVVV n
nn

n
nn   

for Nn . 

Put },{= 10 VVmaxM . It follows from the 

above inequality that if nz  is an arbitrary point in 

the set nZ  for Nn , then we obtain  

MZZzzd n
nnnn    ),(),( 122122 , 

n
2n 1 2n 2 2n 1 2n 2d(z , z ) (Z , Z ) M.         

This implies that }{ nz  and any subsequence 

thereof is a Cauchy sequence in X . 
Now suppose that )(XSR  is complete. 

 <),(,( 221212 nmnm ZZSRxSRxd   for 

1,2,3...=,>, 00 nnnm . 

Therefore }{ 12 nSRx  is a Cauchy sequence and 

hence )(=}{ 12 XSRSRvzSRx n  . But 

12122 =  nnn ZBxTHx  and hence, we have 
 

2n 2n 1 2n 1 2n 2n 1d(THx ,THx ) (Z , Z ) = V 0.      
 

Consequently, zTH n 2 . Moreover, we have 

for 1,2,3...=n  

2n 2n 2n

2n 2n 2n 1

2n

(Ax ,z) (Ax ,THx )

(THx ,z) (Z , Z )

d(THx ,z)


  
  


. 

Therefore, 0),( 2 zAx n . Similarly, it follows 

that 0),( 2 zBx n . 

By (3), we have for 1,2,3...=n . 

2n 2n

2n 2n

(Ax ,Bv) max{cd(THx ,SRv),

c (THx ,Ax ),c (SRv,Bv),

 
 

 

)},(),( 22 nn AxSRvbDBvTHxaD  . 

Since ),(),( 2 BvzBvTHx n   , when 

zTHx n 2 , we get as n  

),(},{),( BvzacmaxBvz   , 

which is a contradiction. Thus 
}{=}{= SRvzBv . But )()( XTHXB  , 

there exists Xu  such that 

}{=}{==}{ SRvzBvTHu . Now if 

0),(,  BvAuBvAu  , then by (3), we obtain 

(Au, Bv) max{cd(THu,SRv),c (THu,Au),

c (SRv,Bv),aD(THu, Bv) bD(SRv, Au)}

  
 

. 

As n , we have 

),(},{),( zAubcmaxzAu   . This is a 

contradiction. Thus we have 
}{=}{==}{= SRvzBvTHuAu . 

Since }{= THuAu  and the pair },{ THA  is 

weakly commuting of type (KB) at coincidence 
points in X , we obtain 

),(),( AuTHuRATHuTHTHu    which 

gives }{= THzAz . 

By (3), we get 
),(),( BvAzzAz    

max{cd(THz,SRv),c (THz, Az),

c (SRv, Bv),aD(THz,Bv) bD(SRv,Az)}

 
 

 

),(},{ zAzbacmax  . 

Here we reach a contradiction. Thus }{= zAz . 

Consequently, we have }{=}{= THzzAz . 
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Similarly }{=}{= SRzzBz . Therefore, we 

have }{==}{=}{= SRzBzzTHzAz . 

Now, we prove that zRz = . In fact, by (3) it 
follows that 

),( BRzAz  

max{cd(THz,SRRz),c (THz,Az),

c (SRRz,BRz),aD(THz, BRz) bD(SRRz,Az)}

 
 

. 

Since }{=}{= SRzzBz  and XXR : , 

thus RzSRRzRzBRz =},{= . 

Then, the above inequality becomes 
),(},{),( RzzdbacmaxRzzd  . This is a 

contradiction. Thus we have zRz = . Hence 
zSRzSz == . Similarly, we get zHzTz == . 

Thus 
BzRzSzzHzTzAz =}{=}{=}{=}{=}{= . 

To prove uniqueness, let p  another common 

fixed point of RHSBA ,,,,  and T . 

),(),( BpAzpzd   

max{cd(THz,SRp),c (THz, Az),

c (SRp, Bp),aD(THz,Bp) bD(SRp,Az)}

 
 

 

),(},{ pzdbacmax  , 

which is a contradiction, therefore pz = . Then 

RHSBA ,,,,  and T  have a unique common 

fixed point. 
The following examples illustrate Theorem 3.1 
 
Example 3.1. Let ][0,= X  be endowed with 

the Euclidean metric d . Define 

XXTRHS :,,,  and )(:, XBXBA   by  

]
6

[0,=
6x

Ax , ]
6

[0,=
3x

Bx ,  

22
= 2

4 x
x

x
Sx  , 3= xRx , 

24 6= xxTx  , 2

3

= xHx . 

Then 36 6= xxTHx  , 
22

=
3

6
12 x

x
x

SRx   

and 
.=)(=)(=)(=)( XXSRXBXTHXA   

For any sequence nx  in X , we have 

0nTHx  as 0nx , 0nAx  as 0nx , 

 

6 3 6
n n

n n

6 36 6
n n

(x x )
(ATHx ,THAx ) = max{ ,

6

x x
6 } 0

6 6




   
    

   

 as 0nx , 

)(XBTHAxn  , thus A  and TH  are 

 compatible and so they are weakly commuting of 

type (KB).Similarly, B  and SR  are  compatible 
and so they are weakly commuting of type (KB). 

From the above, we have that 

}
6

,
6

{=),(
36 yx

maxByAx  

}
23

1
,

23

1
{=

36 yx
max  

)}
22

(
3

1
),6(

3

1
{

3
6

12
36 y

y
y

xxmax  . 

 

 

12 3
6 3 6

12 3
6 3 6

1 y y
max{ x 6x , y ,

3 2 2

y y
x 6x y }

2 2

 
    

 
 

    
 

 

)},(
3

1
),,(

3

1
),,(

3

1
{= BySRyAxTHxSRyTHxdmax   

1 1 1
max{ d(THx,SRy), (THx, Ax), (SRy, By),

3 3 3
1 1

D(THx, By) D(SRy,Ax)}.
6 5

  


 

We see that Theorem 3.1 holds with 

5

1
=,

6

1
=,

3

1
= bac  and 0  is the unique 

common fixed point for RHSBA ,,,,  and T . 

If we put IHR == (:the identity mapping)in 
Theorem 3.1, we get the following: 
 
Theorem 3.2. Let S  and T  be self mappings of a 

metric space ),( dX  and )(:, XBXBA   set-

valued mappings satisfying the following 
conditions: 
(1) )()( XSXA   and )()( XTXB  ,  

(2) the pairs },{ TA  and },{ SB  are weakly 

commuting of type (KB) at coincidence points in 
X ,  

(3) 
(Ax, By) max{cd(Tx,Sy),c (Tx, Ax),

c (Sy,By),aD(Tx, By) bD(Sy, Ax)}

  
 

,  

for all Xyx , , where 

1<}
1

,
1

{1,<0,,1,<0
b

b

a

a
cmaxbabac


 . 

Suppose that one of the mappings )(XS  and 
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)(XT  is complete subspace of X . Then SBA ,,  

and T  have a unique common fixed point. 
 
Remark 3.1. Theorem 3.1 improves and 
generalizes the results of Ahmed [22], Sharma, 
Deshpande and Pathak [19]. 

If we put IHR == (:the identity mapping) and 
TSBA =,= in Theorem 3.1, we get the 

following: 
 
Theorem 3.3. Let S  be a self mapping of a metric 

space ),( dX  and )(: XBXA   a set-valued 

mapping satisfying the following conditions: 
(1) )()( XSXA  ,  

(2) the pair },{ SA  is weakly commuting of type 

(KB) at coincidence points in X ,  

(3) 
(Ax, Ay) max{cd(Sx,Sy),c (Sx, Ax),

c (Sy,Ay),aD(Sx,Ay) bD(Sy,Ax)}

  
 

,  

for all Xyx , , where 

1<}
1

,
1

{1,<0,,1,<0
b

b

a

a
cmaxbabac


 . 

Suppose that )(XS  is complete subspace of X . 

Then A  and S  have a unique common fixed 
point. 
 
Remark 3.2. Theorem 3.3 improves and 
generalizes the results of Fisher [20], Sastry and 
Naidu [21]. 
 
Theorem 3.4. Let S  be a self mapping of a metric 

space ),( dX  and )(: XBXA   a set-valued 

mapping satisfying the following conditions: 

(1) )()( XSXA mn  ,  

(2) the pairs },{ mn SA  are weakly commuting of 

type (KB) at coincidence points in X ,  

(3) 
n n m m

m n m n

(A x, A y) max{cd(S x,S y),

c (S x, A x),c (S y, A y),

 

 
 

)},(),( xAySbDyAxSaD nmnm  ,  

for all Xyx , , where 

1<}
1

,
1

{1,<0,,1,<0
b

b

a

a
cmaxbabac


 . 

Suppose that one of the mappings )(XS m  is 

complete subspace of X . Then A  and S  have a 
unique common fixed point. 
 

Proof: If we set nABA ==  and mSTS == , 

in Theorem 3.1 nA  and mS  have a unique 
common fixed point in X . That is, there exists 

Xz  such that }{=)}({=)( zzSzA mn . 

Since AzzAAAzA nn =)(=)( , it follows that 

Az  is a fixed point of nA  and mS  and hence 

zAz = . Similarly, we have zSz = . 
 
Theorem 3.5. Let S  and T  be two self mappings 

of a metric space ),( dX  and two sequences set-

valued mappings )(:, XBXBA ji   for all 

Nji ,  satisfying the following conditions: 

(1) there exists Nji 00,  such that 

)()(
0

XSXAi   and )()(
0

XTXB j   ,  

(2) 
0

{ , }ithe  pairs A T  and },{
0

SB j  are weakly 

commuting of type (KB) at coincidence points in 
X ,  

(3) 
i j

i j

(A x, B y) max{cd(Tx,Sy),

c (Tx,A x),c (Sy,B y),

 

 
 

)},(),( xASybDyBTxaD ij  , 

 
for all Xyx , , where 

1<}
1

,
1

{1,<0,,1,<0
b

b

a

a
cmaxbabac


  

and if one of the mappings )(XS  and )(XT  is a 

complete subspace of X . Then SBA ji ,,  and T  

have a unique common fixed point for all 
1,2,...=, ji . 

 
Proof: By Theorem 3.1, the mappings 

SBA ji ,,
00

 and T  for some Nji 00,  have a 

unique common fixed point in X . That is, there 
exists a unique point Xz  such that 

zBzAzTzSz ji 00
==}{=}{=}{ . 

Suppose that there exists Ni  such that 0ii  . 

Then, we have 

),(=),(
0

zBzAzzA jii   

i j0

j i0

max{cd(Tz,Sz),c (Tz, A z),c (Sz, B z),

aD(Tz, B z) bD(Sz, A z)}

  


 

),(},{ zzAbcmax i , 
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which is a contradiction. Hence, for all Ni , it 

follows that zzAi = . 

Similarly, for all Nj , we have zzB j = . 

Therefore, for all Nji , , we have 

}{=}{=== TzSzzzBzA ji . 
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